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LONDON: Stock markets mostly retreated
Thursday as fresh evidence of runaway global infla-
tion ramped up expectations of more aggressive
interest-rate hikes by central banks.

Eurozone inflation will end the year at 7.6 per-
cent, much higher than previously forecast, the EU
said Thursday. The prediction comes one day after
US inflation came in at a blistering 9.1 percent last
month, the highest level for more than 40 years, as
the Ukraine war fuelled energy prices.

Market watchers are now wondering whether the
Federal Reserve could hike US borrowing costs by a
full percentage point at a scheduled policy meeting
this month.

The central bank in June unveiled its first 75
basis-point rise in three decades and is one of
dozens to hike rates. Singapore and the Philippines
became the latest to tighten policy Thursday, a day
after Canada, New Zealand, Chile and South Korea
announced hikes.

The US inflation reading followed last week’s
news of a surprise spike in jobs creation, which sug-
gested the world’s top economy was withstanding
the rate hikes, giving the Fed more room for further
increases.

“Stubbornly high inflation increases the risk that
the (Fed) continues to hike aggressively and triggers
a recession,” said Kristina Clifton at Commonwealth
Bank of Australia, adding that that belief was pick-

ing up momentum on trading floors.
The European Commission on Thursday slashed

growth forecasts for the eurozone, saying the con-
sequences from the war in Ukraine were continuing
to destabilise the economy.

Growing fears of a global recession sent oil
prices tumbling around 2.5 percent. Federated
Hermes senior economist Silvia Dall’Angelo said
that while commodity prices were off their recent
peaks, they remained elevated amid risks of further
supply shocks.

The Fed’s drive to tighten monetary policy con-
tinues to send the dollar higher, and on Wednesday
it finally broke parity with the euro. The European
single currency hovered just above $1 in Thursday
trading.

On the corporate front, JPMorgan Chase report-
ed a drop in second-quarter profits, reflecting the
impact of a weakening macroeconomic outlook that
led it to set aside funds in case of bad loans.

The big US bank’s earnings came in at $8.6 bil-
lion for the quarter, down 28 percent from the
year-ago period in results that missed analyst
expectations.

Chief Executive Jamie Dimon said key elements
in the US economy remained healthy, but that
macroeconomic headwinds including inflation “are
very likely to have negative consequences on the
global economy sometime down the road”.  —AFP

Stock markets drop on fresh 
global inflation spikes

European Commission slash growth forecasts for eurozone

IMF to resume 
Pakistan loan 
after tax hikes
ISLAMABAD: The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) said Thursday it had agreed
with Pakistan to resume a suspended loan
programme that will inject $1.17 billion into
the struggling economy.

A statement from the IMF said a “staff
level agreement”-which is still subject to
board approval-will bring to $4.2 billion the
amount dispersed under an extended fund
facility (EFF) that could increase to $7 bil-
lion and stretch until June next year.

An original $6 billion bailout package
was signed by former prime minister Imran
Khan in 2019, but repeatedly stalled when
his government reneged on subsidy agree-
ments and failed to significantly improve tax
collection.

The new agreement follows months of
deeply unpopular belt-tightening by the
government of Shehbaz Sharif, which took
power in April and has effectively eliminated
fuel subsidies and introduced new measures
to broaden the tax base.

“Pakistan is at a challenging economic
juncture,” Nathan Porter, who headed the
IMF team, said in a statement, adding exter-
nal factors and domestic policies were to
blame. Pakistan is desperate for internation-
al support for its economy, which suffers
from poor revenue collection and dwindling
foreign reserves to pay its crippling debt.

The new government has slashed a raft of
subsidies to meet the demands of global
financial institutions but risks the wrath of
an electorate already struggling under the
weight of double-digit inflation.

A new coalition government-which came
to power after Khan was ousted by a parlia-
mentary no-confidence vote-has said it will
make the tough decisions needed to turn the
economy around. Successive administrations
blame their predecessors for the country’s
economic woes, but analysts say the malaise
stems from decades of poor management
and a failure to tackle endemic corruption
and widespread tax avoidance.

In a bid to secure the IMF loan, Prime
Minister Sharif has imposed three fuel price
hikes-cumulatively totalling 50 percent-and
raised the cost of electricity to effectively
end the subsidies introduced by Khan.

Islamabad has so far received $3 billion
from the programme, but with the facility
due to end later this year, officials sought an
extension until June 2023. “It became essen-
tial to resume the IMF programme to save
the country from default,” finance minister
Miftah Ismail told the national assembly last
month. “We knew it  would damage our
political reputation, but still we did it.”

The latest budget has earmarked 3.95
trillion rupees ($18.8 billion) just to service
the country’s whopping debt of $128 billion.
Agreed policy priorities included steadfast
implementation of the budget, the IMF’s
Porter said in the statement.

Pakistan also agreed to continue power
sector reforms, introduce a proactive mone-
tary policy to tackle inflation, strengthen
governance, combat corrupt ion, and
improve the social security net.

“The authorities should nonetheless stand
ready to take any additional measures nec-
essary to meet program objectives, given
the elevated uncertainty in the global econ-
omy and financial markets,” the statement
added. —AFP

TOKYO: Electronic quotation boards display the yen’s rate of 138 against the US dollar at a foreign exchange brokerage
in Tokyo on July 14, 2022. —AFP

Chinese homebuyers 
halt mortgage payments 
on unfinished projects
BEIJING: Chinese homebuyers in dozens of cities
have stopped making mortgage payments for unfin-
ished projects, according to data from industry
groups, worsening fears of financial contagion in the
country’s troubled real estate sector.

Authorities launched a crackdown on excessive
debt in the property sector in 2020, and giants such
as Evergrande and Sunac have since struggled to
make payments and renegotiate with creditors, leav-
ing them teetering on the edge of bankruptcy.

In the latest blow, a growing number of home-
buyers have refused to pay mortgages if developers
do not resume construction on units already sold. As
of Wednesday, homebuyers had halted payments for
units in at least 100 residential property projects in
50 cities, according to data from research firm
China Real Estate Information Corporation (CRIC).

This was up from 28 projects on Monday and 58
on Tuesday, according to a report by analysts at
financial firm Jefferies. “The names on the list dou-
bled every day in the past three days,” they said.

These include projects that have experienced
significant delays and others that have yet to reach
their delivery date, the report said, adding that the
incident will dampen buyer sentiment and weigh on
a recovery in sales.

The housing ministry held emergency meetings
with financial regulators and major Chinese banks
this  week to discuss the mortgage str ikes,
Bloomberg News reported Thursday, citing people
familiar with the matter.

The regulators requested that local authorities and
banks notify them of affected developments in their

jurisdictions over fears that more buyers may jump on
the bandwagon, the report said. If every homebuyer
defaulted, non-performing loans will increase by 388
billion yuan ($58 billion), Jefferies said.

The buyers’ actions came after postponed deliv-
eries of pre-sold homes, unclear delivery times and
halted construction, Nomura analysts said in a
report Thursday. “Pre-sales are the most common
way of selling homes in China, so the stakes there
are high,” it said.

“We are especially concerned about the financial
impact of the homebuyers’ ‘stopping mortgage
repayments’ movement, as China’s property down-
turn may finally adversely affect onshore financial
institutions.”

The developments come at a time of slowing
growth for China and weak property sales, adding to
the risk to stability ahead of the Communist Party’s
20th Congress this fall, when President Xi Jinping is
expected to be given a third term.  —AFP

Crypto platform 
Celsius files for 
US bankruptcy
SAN FRANCISCO: Cryptocurrency investment plat-
form Celsius announced on Wednesday that it had filed
for bankruptcy in the US, a month after it froze with-
drawals from its platform, in the latest sign of an indus-
try in turmoil.

In its statement, Celsius, which suspended with-
drawals in mid-June, said it was seeking to restructure in
a way that would maximize value for all stakeholders,

and said it had $167 million of cash available to meet
urgent needs in the meantime.

Without the freeze on withdrawals, “the acceleration ...
would have allowed certain customers-those who were
first to act-to be paid in full while leaving others behind to
wait,” the special committee of the Celsius board of direc-
tors was quoted in the statement as saying.

In the United States, Chapter 11 allows a company that
is unable to pay its debts to restructure away from its
creditors, while continuing its current operations. “This is
the right decision for our community and company,” said
Alex Mashinsky, co-founder and CEO of Celsius.

“I am confident that when we look back at the history
of Celsius, we will see this as a defining moment, where
acting with resolve and confidence served the communi-
ty and strengthened the future of the company.” Last
week, cryptocurrency lending specialist Voyager Digital

also filed for bankruptcy.
Other companies have suspended withdrawals, such

as CoinFlex and Babel Finance, due to a lack of cash.
Singaporean investment firm Three Arrows Capital is in
liquidation. Such companies were attempting to muscle
in on banks by lending money and earning interest on
deposits, but they are suffering from the sharp decline
in cryptocurrencies in a market that is not keen on
risky bets.

Before suspending withdrawals, Celsius Network
offered interest rates of over 18 percent for savers, but 0.1
percent for borrowers. Celsius was one of the largest
players in the sector. It reported having 1.7 million cus-
tomers in June. Cryptocurrency bitcoin has lost more than
half its value since the beginning of the year and is cur-
rently trading at just over $20,000. It was worth nearly
$69,000 at its peak in November 2021.  —AFP

Philippine 
central bank 
hikes rates 
MANILA: The Philippine central bank
announced a surprise interest rate hike
Thursday, raising borrowing costs for
the third straight month and warning
more could follow as officials try to
rein in surging energy and food prices.

The move follows similar increases
around the world as war in Ukraine
and supply disruptions fan inflation
and increase the financial strain on
households and businesses. Bank gov-
ernor Felipe Medalla, who was
appointed recently by President
Ferdinand Marcos Jr, said the mone-
tary board had agreed to raise its key
rate by 75 basis points to 3.25 percent,
effective immediately.

Overnight deposit and lending
facilities were increased by the same
amount to 2.75 percent and 3.75 per-
cent respectively. “By taking urgent
action, the monetary board aims to
anchor inflation expectations further
and temper mounting risks to the

inflation outlook,” Medalla said.
“In particular, policy action is

intended to help manage spillovers
from other countries that could poten-
tially disanchor inflation expectations.”
The central bank, which had been due
to review its monetary policy in
August, has now raised rates by 125
basis points since May.

Before then, it had held them at his-
toric lows since November 2020 to
prop up the economy during the pan-
demic. But Medalla said a strong
rebound in growth this year suggested
the economy could withstand tighter
monetary policy.

He warned the bank was ready to
“take further necessary actions” to
curb inflation. Bank of the Philippine
Islands lead economist Emilio Neri
said he expected another hike next
month as US interest rates continued
to rise. “This won’t necessarily be a
drag on growth,” Neri said.

“Our economy managed to grow
seven percent or more even with a
policy rate of four percent.” Inflation
hit 6.1 percent in June, the highest level
in nearly four years as steep oil price
hikes pushed up food prices and
transport costs. The central bank’s tar-
get range is 2-4 percent.  —AFP

Taiwan’s TSMC 
second-quarter 
revenue rise 44%
TAIPEI:  Taiwanese tech giant
TSMC said Thursday its second
quarter revenue rose more than 40
percent  on cont inued strong
demand for high-performance com-
puting and auto chips . Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufactur ing
Company operates the world’s
largest silicon wafer factories and
produces some of  the most
advanced microchips used in every-
thing from smartphones and cars to
missiles.

The vast majority of the world’s
most advanced microchips are made
by just two companies-TSMC and
Samsung-both of which are running
at full capacity to alleviate a global
shortage.

The Taiwanese firm dominates
more than half of the global foundry
market, with clients including Apple
and Qualcomm Revenue in  the
April-June period rose 43.5 percent

on-year to Tw$534.14 bi l l ion
(US$17.9 billion), it said in a state-
ment, beating forecasts.

TSMC also posted a profit of
Tw$237 billion period, a rise of 76.4
percent  on-year. Revenue from
high-performance computing (HPC)
and automotive rose 13 percent and
14 percent, respectively, while sales
from smartphones were up three
percent on-quarter.

For the current quarter, officials
est imated revenue of  US$19.8-
$20.6 billion, chief financial officer
Wendel l  Huang told an investor
conference. Chief executive C.C.
Wei added the company expected a
few quarters of inventory adjust-
ment likely through the first half of
2023, because of softening demand
for some products such as smart-
phones and personal computers.

“After two years of pandemic-
driven stay-home demand, this type
of adjustment is reasonable in our
view,” he said. “Despite ongoing
inventory correct ion, our cus-
tomers ’  demand cont inues to
exceed our ability to supply. We
expect our capacity to remain tight
throughout 2022”.  —AFP

Chinese homebuyers passby next to new residential buildings in Shanghai.


